Ratio-product-ratio estimators with two parameters in double sampling under non-response are considered along with their properties. Practical conditions are obtained in which the suggested estimators are more proficient than other existing estimators. An example is given.
Introduction
Non-response (NR) is an important issue that remains under constant debate amongst statistician for a variety of reasons. Some of which may be (i) refuel to answer the questionnaire, (ii) not available at home, (iii) lack of information, (iv) failure to contact, (v) unable to answer, and (vi) inaccessible. In the case of NR in double sampling, the sampling procedure due to Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) is employed for estimating the universe mean. Cochran (1977) , Rao (1986) , Srivastava (1993, 1995) , Tabasum and Khan (2004) , Singh and Kumar (2008 , 2009a , 2009b , 2010a , 2010b , Singh, Kumar, and Kozak (2010) , and Singh (2016, 2017) made their contribution towards the mean estimation of the principal variable y while considering the NR at the next phase. If information (data) on the subsidiary variable x is not readily available, the double sampling method is used, where a large, first-phase sample is drawn from the universe and information is collected over the variable x to achieve a superior estimate of the universe mean X̄. A second-phase sample can then be taken, and the main variable y is observed. Wu PAL & SINGH 3 and Luan (2003) discussed that the major benefit of using double sampling is the gain in high precision without significant increase in price.
Methodology
Suppose a finite universe U = (u1, u2,…, uN) of N units. A simple random sample of size n is drawn without replacement from U. Let yi be the value of the main variable y on the unit ui (i = 1, 2,…, N). In surveys on human populations, frequently n1 units 'respond' at first attempt while the remaining n2 units do not respond. The survey may be conducted through the mail or telephone calls, perhaps computer aided.
If NR occurs at the first attempt, Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) introduced a procedure for estimating the universe mean Ȳ containing the subsequent steps: (i) a simple random sample of size n is drawn and the questionnaire is mailed to the sampled units; (ii) a subsample of size r = n2k −1 (k > 1) from the n2 non-responding units in the initial attempt is conducted through personal interviews.
In the Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) procedure, the universe of size N can be assumed to divide into two strata of size N1 and N2 = (N − N1) of "respondents" and "non-respondents".
Let Ȳ and 
with D1 = (N1 / N) and D2 = (N2 / N). For Ȳ, the unbiased estimator is 1 1 2 2r
with d1 = (n1 / n), d2 = (n2 / n), and ȳ1 and ȳ2 are the sample means depend upon n1 and r units. The variance of ȳ* is 
ESTIMATION OF MEAN WITH TWO-PARAMETER... 4 (Cochran, 1977, p. 371) , where λ = (1 − f)n −1 = (n −1 − N −1 ), f is the sampling fraction, and λ * = n −1 D2(k − 1). We also define Cx = Sx / X̄ and Cx(2) = Sx(2) / X̄ as the coefficients of variation of the whole universe and NR group, respectively.
The Double Sampling Method and Estimators
If the list of units is available but X̄ is not known, insert x̄ʹ based on a large sample of size nʹ in place of X̄. The sampling design will be as follows: (1) choose a large sample of size nʹ in the first-phase via a simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) method and observed x variable. (2) From the selected nʹ first-phase units, we select a second-phase sample of n via SRSWOR and observe that n1 and n2 observations are responding and not-responding, respectively. Collect information on y for n1 responding units. (3) From the n2 NR observations, select a sub-sample of size r = n2k −1 (k > 1) using SRSWOR by making an extra effort and observe the character y for these r chosen units. There are nʹ observations on the x variable. Of the n second-phase units there are n1 observations on the y variable from units who respond, and also r observations on the sub-sample selected from the n2 NR units of the second-phase sample. Let x̄ʹ be the sample mean of x based on a preliminary large sample nʹ. Using the information on x when X̄ is not known, consider two classes of estimators for Ȳ in two unusual situations, which are as follows:
Situation I: The case when X̄ is unknown and incomplete information is available on the main variable y and the supplementary variable x. In this situation, we use (n1 + r) responding units for y and x from the sample of size n and x̄ʹ to estimate X̄. Srivastava (1993, 1995) and Tabasum and Khan (2004) suggested the following two-phase sampling ratio and product type estimators for Ȳ:
P1d
T zy
where z = (x̄* / x̄ʹ). Up to order n −1 , the expression for bias and mean squared error (MSE) of TR1d and of TP1d are as follows:
( )
where 
where Syx and Syx(2) are the covariance of the entire group and NR group, respectively. From (3) and (7),
It follows from (10) that the estimator TR1d is more accurate than ȳ* if ( )
In a similar fashion it can be shown that the estimator TP1d is more accurate than ȳ* if ( )
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Observing conditions (11) and (12), the conventional unbiased estimator ȳ* is to be preferred over the ratio estimator TR1d and product estimator TP1d if
Situation II: The case when X̄ is unknown and incomplete information on y and complete information on x is available. In this situation, using information on the responding units (n1 + r) on y and complete information on x from n, the two-phase sampling estimators for Ȳ are 1 R2d
P2d
T vy
where v = (x̄ / x̄ʹ). Up to order n −1 , the bias and MSE of TR2d and TP2d are as follows:
The estimators TR2d and TP2d are respectively better than ȳ* if
and ( )
However, ȳ* is to be preferred over TR1d and TP1d if
Taking motivation from Chami, Singh, and Thomas (2012) , consider a twoparameter ratio-product-ratio (RPR) estimator and its properties in double sampling with non-respondents in two different situations.
The Suggested Two-Parameter RPR Estimator
Consider a two-parameter RPR estimator in two-phase sampling in two situations (i.e. Case I and Case II).
Case I: There Is Non-Response on y as Well as on x
In this situation, for estimating the Ȳ of y, we propose the following two-parameter RPR estimator: 
where α, β are real constants (see Chami et al., 2012) . The goal is to derive values for these constants α, β such that the bias and/or the MSE of Td(α,β) are minimal. The two parameters α and β may be used to obtain an asymptotically optimum estimator (AOE)
 that is (up to order n −1 ) both unbiased and has minimal MSE. The
 corrects the limitations of the commonly used estimators ȳ*, TR1d, and TP1d, which are to be used for a specific range of the parameters (C, C(2), or d R  ) and, in addition, out-performs the traditional estimators by having the minimum MSE.
Td(α,β) = Td(1−α,1−β), meaning the estimator Td(α,β) is invariant under a point reflection through the point (α, β) = (1/2, 1/2). In the point of symmetry (α, β) = (1/2, 1/2), the estimator reduces to ȳ* due to Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) . In fact, on the entire line β = 1/2, the suggested estimator reduces to ȳ*. For (α, β) = (1, 0) or (α, β) = (0, 1), the recommended estimator Td(α,β) reduces to Td(1,0) = Td(0,1) = (x̄*ȳ*) / x̄ʹ = TP1d, while for (α, β) = (0, 0) or (α, β) = (1, 1), it reduces to the ratio estimator Td(0,0) = Td(1,1) = (ȳ*x̄ʹ) / x̄* = TR1d.
All the three estimators ȳ*, TR1d, and TP1d can be obtained from the proposed estimate Td(α,β) by using suitable values of the parameters (α, β). Consider estimator ESTIMATION OF MEAN WITH TWO-PARAMETER... 
where
Express (23) as 
Equating (26) to zero, ( )
The proposed RPR estimator Td(α,β), substituted with the value of β from (27), becomes an approximately unbiased estimator for Ȳ. Furthermore, as the sample size n is very large, the bias of Td(α,β) will be negligible. If there is response not present on x the result in (27) reduces to ( )
Squaring (25) obtains the approximate expression 
The approximate MSE of Td(α,β) is obtained as 
Taking the gradient ∇ = (∂/∂α, ∂/∂β) of (30), 
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Equating (31) to zero to obtain the critical points, we obtain the following solutions:
The critical point in (32) 
which is independent of α and β.
This is the minimal possible MSE up to order n −1 for a wide family of estimators to which the estimator (23) belongs, for instance, for estimators
h(.) being a function of z such that h(1) = 1 and also satisfies certain regularity conditions similar to those given in Srivastava (1971 
The estimator ( )
T  has the same bias and MSE up to order n −1 as ( )
T  is further generalized along the lines of Singh, Solanki, and Singh (2016) as
are the same defined in Chami et al. (2012, p. 2) , and a (≠ 0) and b are either real or the functions of the known parameters associated with x and y or both (x, y).
Efficiency Comparison and Choice of Parameters
Comparing the MSE of ȳ* to Td(α,β), observe the following from (3) or (36) and from (30):
which is positive if
The conventional unbiased estimator ȳ* is to be preferred if 1 2 1 2
Combining ( Comparing the MSE of TR1d and Td(α,β), from (7) and (36), 
Hence, from (42), when 1
Further, from (42), when 1 2 1
Comparing the MSE of TP1d to Td(α,β), from (9) and (36), 
Unbiased Asymptotically Optimum Estimators
Solving the two equations (27) and (33), calculate the parameters α and β, where the proposed class of estimators Td(α,β) turns out to be, at least up to first degree of approximation, an unbiased AOE. Obtain a line
(recall that on this line the recommended family Td(α,β) always reduces to ȳ*) and a curve
Inserting the values of such that an AOE with small bias is obtained. Putting (33) in (27) yields the firstdegree approximation of the bias of an AOE:
2 2 ,2 B 1 2 1 2
It follows from (33) and (55) 
where (η, δ) are real constants.
The objective is to obtain values for these scalars (η, δ) such that bias or the MSE of Pd(η,δ) are minimal. Note that Pd(η,δ) = Pd(1−η,1−δ); that is, the estimator Pd(η,δ) is invariant under a point reflection through the point (η, δ) = (1/2, 1/2). In the point of symmetry (η, δ) = (1/2, 1/2), the proposed class estimators reduces to the conventional unbiased estimator ȳ*; that is, we have Pd(1/2,1/2) = ȳ*.
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The recommended family Pd(η,δ) reduces to TR2d = ȳ*(x̄ / x̄ʹ) for (η, δ) = (0, 0) or (1, 1), and to TR2d = ȳ*(x̄ / x̄ʹ) for (η, δ) = (1, 0) or (0, 1). Write e2 = (x̄ − X̄) / X̄ such that E(e2) = 0, ( ) Expressing (56), . (57) The expression (57) can be approximated as 
The approximate bias of Pd(η,δ) is (56), Pd(η,1/2) = ȳ* (the conventional unbiased estimator), and for δ = 1 -η -C + 2ηC in (56), Pd(η,δ) yields an almost unbiased estimator for Ȳ as
The estimator (62) depends on the parameter C, which can be determined through a pilot sample survey. The bias of Pd(η,δ) is ignorable if the sample sizes (n, nʹ) approach the universe size N because the factors λ and λʹ tend to zero. Squaring both sides of (57), the approximated expressions is P  from the two-parameter family in (56) (Chami et al., 2012, p. 6 ).
Remark 2.
An alternative to the two-parameter RPR estimator defined in (56) is given by Up to order n −1 , the bias and MSE of
 are same as defined for the family of 
Pd(η,δ). The class of estimators
( ) ( ) 1 , d P  is further generalized as () ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
Efficiency Comparison and Choice of Parameter
From (3) and (64) 
Therefore, either 
The family Pd(η,δ) is better than ȳ* as long as the above conditions hold true. It can be easily shown that Pd(η,δ) is more precise than
For a more explicit range of η, δ, and C, the reader is referred to Chami et al. (2012) .
Unbiased Asymptotically Optimum Estimator
Combining (61) and (64) 
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The parametric curve in (69) is only defined for C ≤ 0 or C > 1/2. It is three hyperbolas. In the region 0 < C ≤1/2 of the parameter space, minimizing MSE comes with a tradeoff in bias. Putting (70) in (56), the unbiased estimator for Ȳ is 
It can be shown up to order n −1 that the bias and MSE of the suggested estimators is
Thus, the estimator
is a biased AOE.
Price Aspects on Both Cases
Derivation of Optimum Values of nʹ, n, and k for Fixed Price Cʹ ≤ C0
Denote the total (fixed) price of the surveys, apart from overhead, by C0. The expected total price of the survey apart from overhead is given by 32 1 1 2 1 cW C c n n c c W k
where 1 c is the price per unit of identifying and observing the supplementary character, c1 is the price per unit of mailing a questionnaire/visiting the unit in the second-phase, c2 is the price per unit of collecting or processing data obtained from the n1 responding units, and c3 is the price per unit of obtaining data for the subsampled units. For the sake of convenience of determination of nʹ, n, and k for (i) 
where Ȳ2V0i, Ȳ2V1i, and Ȳ2V2i are coefficients of the terms 1/n, 1/nʹ, and k/n in MSE(Qi), i = 1, 2. Consider a function φ:
Using the calculus of obtaining the optimality, 
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With the help of (72), (75), (76), and (78),
The resulting minimum MSE(Qi), i = 1, 2, are ( 
VV
Observing (78), the optimum value of k is independent of the total price or specified precision. Let 0 V  be the fixed MSE of Qi, i = 1, 2:
Thus, 
Numerical Example
Population source: Khare and Sinha (2007) . The values of required parameters are Table 1 . However, the optimum values of β for given k and α may also be computed by using the formula The percent relative efficiency (PRE) of Td(α,β) with respect to ȳ* is obtained using the formula, the results of which are given in Table 2 . T  and of TR1d with respect to ȳ* are obtained using the formulae 2  R1  2  2  2  2  2  22 PRE , 100 12
Findings are given Table 3 . Observe from Table 1 that (i) when k is fixed, αopt decreases when β (> 1/2) increases up to 2.50; (ii) for fixed values of k, the magnitude of αopt (i.e., absolute optimum value of α) decreases when β (< 1/2) decreases to −1.50. Table 2 shows that the PRE of Td(α,β) with respect to ȳ* is larger than 100 for (α, β) ∈ (0.51, 2.50), (α, β) ∈ (−1.50, 0.49), and all values of k = 5 (−1) 2. Thus it follows that, in said range of (α, β) and all the values of k = 5 (−1) 2, the suggested estimator Td(α,β) is more accurate than ȳ*. A large number of flexible values of (α, β) exist for which the suggested estimator is superior to ȳ*. From 
The results are given in Table 4 .
The optimum values of δ for a given η may also be computed by using the following formula: The PRE of Pd(η,δ) with respect to ȳ* is obtained using the formula The results are given in Table 4 exhibits that (i) the optimum value of η decreases as δ (> 1/2) increases up to 2.50; (ii) the absolute of optimum value of η also decreases when δ (< 1/2) decreases to −1.50. Observe from Table 5 that (i) for −1.50 ≤ η ≤ 2.50, 0.51 ≤ δ ≤ 1.00, and k = 5 (−1) 2, the proposed class of estimators Pd(η,δ) are always better than ȳ*; (ii) for −0.50 ≤ η, δ ≤ 1.50 and k = 5 (−1) 2, the envisaged estimator Pd(η,δ) is more efficient than ȳ* with a considerable gain in efficiency. Table 6 shows that the envisaged AOE ( )
 is more efficient than ȳ* and TR2d for k = 5 (−1) 2. From Table 2 , note there is enough flexibility in choosing the values of the scalars η, δ in order to get estimators η, δ for Pd(η,δ) and better than ȳ*, TR2d. It is also observed from Table 5 Tables 2 and  3 to Tables 5 and 6 , the proposed family of estimators Td(α,β) (where NR occurs on both the variables y, x) performs better than the corresponding estimator Pd(η,δ) (where NR occurs only on the main variable y). The recommendation favors that the suggested estimators Td(α,β) and Pd(η,δ) be used in practice.
